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Chapter 2673 
Jade Cauldron Sect! 

Today is the opening day of the Medicine Pond, and all the disciples of the 

Jade Cauldron Sect attended in full costumes. 

In the southwest direction of the Jade Cauldron Sect’s back mountain, streaks 

of soaring aura continued to rise, and the rich aura covered the entire Jade 

Cauldron Sect! 

Hu Yixiao was wearing the official attire of the suzerain, standing on a high 

platform, while the two elders stood on both sides! 

At this time, everyone is eager, after all, it is a great opportunity to enter the 

medicine pond! 

The Second Elder’s gaze flicked over the disciples of the Third Elder’s lineage. 

When he saw David in the crowd, his brows were clearly frowned, but they 

soon relaxed! 

But when the Second Elder’s gaze stayed on Liu Ruyan, he didn’t move away 

for a long time! 

At this moment, the Second Elder always felt that Liu Ruyan looked very 

familiar. Although Liu Ruyan had changed his appearance at this time and 



could not see his true face, but some aura and characteristics of his body were 

still difficult to conceal! 

Liu Ruyan seemed to have sensed that someone was paying attention to her, 

so she quietly moved her body and hid behind David! 

“Third Junior Brother, you have been recruiting new disciples very frequently 

recently. How do I see that one of your disciples is very unfamiliar?” The 

second elder asked the third elder in a low voice! 

The third elder knew who the second elder was talking about, but he didn’t 

answer and ignored the second elder! 

Seeing this, the second elder didn’t say anything! 

“Two junior brothers, have you selected all the candidates?” 

“This time, the number of people entering the medicine pool is thirteen 

people. Because Kuang Biao died, so this time the second junior brother can 

choose four people to enter, and the third junior brother You choose three 

from this lineage, is it okay to distribute them like this?” 

Hu Yixiao asked the two elders! 

“I have no objection!” The second elder nodded! 

The third elder also nodded and said, “I have no objection.” 

The third elder knew that even if he had an opinion, it would not change 

anything at all! 

“Since there is no objection, then let the people you selected come out. As 

long as you pass the assessment level, you can enter the medicine pool.” 

Hu Yixiao said! 



Soon, all the selected disciples stood up, the three elders were David, Liu 

Ruyan and Fang Shu! 

Seeing that the Third Elder took out such an important quota and gave two of 

them to the newly recruited disciples at once, many people couldn’t help but 

feel a little puzzled! 

At this time, Hu Yixiao glanced at David and the three of them, and 

unconsciously lingered on Liu Ruyan’s body for a little longer! 

Seeing this, the third elder couldn’t help but feel a little nervous. If Liu Ruyan’s 

identity is found out, it will be troublesome! 

But soon, Hu Yixiao moved his eyes away from Liu Ruyan, and then asked the 

third elder, “Third junior brother, you have given such an important quota to 

the new recruits, don’t cause dissatisfaction among the old disciples! “ 

Brother, please remind me that my disciples have no dissatisfaction.” 

The third elder said flatly! 

Hu Yixiao looked at the third elder, didn’t say anything, but waved his hand 

and said, “Okay, the disciples who come out can enter the medicine pond. If 

someone feels unwell or lacks ability, they can exit now.” 

“If you enter the checkpoint, it is impossible to quit if you want to quit. If you 

forcefully enter the medicine pool because of your lack of ability, you are 

responsible for any accidents!” But these words are just to say, 

and no one will quit. It is something that many Jade Cauldron Sect disciples 

dream of, even if they really die in it, they will never quit! 

David glanced at the disciples of Hu Yixiao’s lineage, and unexpectedly found 

that Nie Heng, the eldest disciple, was not among them, which surprised 

David! 



Perhaps it was Nie Heng who brought him into the Jade Cauldron School, 

which made Hu Yixiao a little annoyed, so he canceled Nie Heng’s quota! 

Chapter 2674 
Regardless of whether they were the disciples of Hu Yixiao’s lineage or the 

disciples of the Second Elder’s lineage, these people all looked at David with 

very unfriendly eyes at this time! 

Especially the four disciples from the second elder’s lineage, their eyes were 

full of murderous intent, and they wished to tear David to pieces! 

It’s just that David didn’t care, even Kuang Biao was killed by himself, and he 

didn’t care about the second elder’s other disciples at all! 

If these guys dare to make trouble for me, then I will never show mercy! 

However, David also knew that the Second Elder must have made 

arrangements, this time entering the medicine pool, he might not go so 

smoothly! 

After the thirteen disciples who entered the medicine pool were sent to a pass 

in the back mountain, the crowd stopped, and they had to walk the rest of the 

way by themselves! 

“Mr. Chen, you have to be more careful…” 

the third elder told David! 

“Third Elder, don’t worry, with the strength of these disciples, no one can do 

anything to me!” 

David said confidently! 

“Master, I’m still with Mr. Chen, those guys dare not make trouble.” 



Fang Shu followed the third elder and said! 

“You guys just have to be more careful anyway, I’m always a little restless.” 

The third elder didn’t know why, but he always felt a little flustered, and then 

he glanced at Liu Ruyan and said, “Miss, no matter what happens, you follow 

Chen closely.” You can do it, sir.” 

“Third Elder, I understand!” Liu Ruyan nodded! 

Soon, after the instructions were finished, thirteen disciples walked into the 

pass, and as the group went deeper, the surrounding air began to become 

extremely cold! 

David could tell at a glance that this was just a small magic circle, and the 

extreme cold had no effect on David at all! 

The other disciples didn’t pay much attention to this sudden extreme cold. 

This kind of assessment was just to prevent very few disciples with low 

cultivation levels from mixing in and entering the medicine pool! 

After all, the energy in the medicine pool is huge, if the disciples who enter it 

are too low in cultivation, they may not be able to bear it at all if they go down 

into the medicine pool, and they will explode and die! 

So these previous assessments should be to screen out the disciples with low 

cultivation bases! 

A group of people quickly passed through the extremely cold place, followed 

by another scene of burning flames! 

David couldn’t help laughing at this pediatric-like assessment, and then 

walked in quickly! 

Fang Shu and Liu Ruyan followed closely behind! 



But after the three of them walked in, none of the other Jade Cauldron Sect 

disciples moved! 

After walking for a certain distance, Fang Shu suddenly felt something was 

wrong, so he looked back and found that the other two disciples were all 

standing in place, with a bit of a weird smile on their faces! 

“Mr. Chen, I feel something is wrong…” 

Fang Shu hurriedly called David! 

David stopped and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

“Look, those guys didn’t follow in at all, and they all laughed so weirdly, I’m 

afraid there is some conspiracy!” 

Fang Shu pointed to the jade tripods standing there. Zong disciple said! 

David glanced at those guys, and then smiled and said, “It’s nothing, it’s 

nothing more than someone manipulating the formation in this assessment. 

The flames should become stronger after a while, so they dare not come in!” 

In fact, David had noticed it a long time ago 

. , This kind of thing, he experienced it during the inner sect assessment. 

“What? There is such a thing? There is still someone who can control the 

difficulty of the assessment?” 

Fang Shu was surprised, because he had never heard of such a thing! 

“I was treated like this when I took part in the inner sect assessment. Nothing 

will happen if I’m here, let’s go…” 

David patted Fang Shu on the shoulder. 



For David, the formations for these assessments are just pediatrics. Even if the 

difficulty of the formations is increased, David will not be able to do anything 

at all! 

Chapter 2675 
The three of David and the others continued to walk forward, but just after 

walking a certain distance, the fire, which was not too hot before, suddenly 

burned violently! 

Even though the three of them have spiritual body protection, they can still 

feel the heat wave coming one after another! 

Liu Ruyan and Fang Shu felt that it was becoming difficult to breathe, and the 

aura shields around them were constantly weakening. 

Seeing this, David pinched his fingers, and then several golden lights shot out 

from his fingertips! 

After a while, the scorching flame disappeared in an instant! 

“Such a clumsy formation, you still want to target me…” 

David sneered! 

Liu Ruyan looked at David with surprise in her eyes. She did not expect David’s 

formation technique to be so powerful, breaking the formation in an instant! 

At this time, Liu Ruyan looked at David with more tenderness! 

In the past, she wanted to form a Taoist couple with David in order to take 

back the Jade Cauldron, but now Liu Ruyan really fell in love with David! 

“Mr. Chen, you are really a strange person. It seems that there is nothing you 

can’t do.” 



Fang Shu praised David enviously, then glanced at the other disciples, and 

then said with some displeasure, “It’s going to be cheaper for these bastards 

now.” , the formation is broken, and they don’t have to come here.” 

“Don’t worry, I won’t let them do it so cheaply.” 

David raised his mouth, then put his fingers together, murmured something, 

and then gestured in the void ! 

Fang Shu and Liu Ruyan looked at David quietly, and soon David stopped and 

stopped! 

And in the void in front of David, suddenly a magic circle began to glow with 

white light! 

“Let those guys try my formation, let’s go…” 

After David re-arranged the formation, he left with Fang Shu and Liu Ruyan! 

And the other Jade Cauldron Sect disciples frowned when they saw David and 

the others disappearing slowly without any accidents! 

“Could it be that Master forgot to mobilize the formation mechanism?” 

The disciples of the Second Elder’s line were puzzled, but David and the others 

were about to disappear from sight, and these people had no choice but to 

chase after them in the end! 

But when they stepped in, a dazzling light flashed by! 

Countless dark blue flames surrounded these people in an instant! 

This kind of flame is not an ordinary flame, but a spiritual fire, so even if these 

people have aura shields, they can’t stop them at all! 

“Ah…” 



The shrill scream rang out in an instant! 

Hearing the screams behind him, David smiled coldly and did not stop! 

At this time, Hu Yixiao and the second elder, who were still in the pass, also 

sneered when they heard the screams coming from inside! 

In their opinion, the screams should be made by the disciples of the third 

elder’s lineage! 

At this time, the Third Elder frowned, and was really worried. After all, Liu 

Ruyan was inside, if there was any mistake, then he would be guilty of a 

serious crime! 

But soon, ten burning men in the pass are running towards the outside 

quickly! 

Everyone was stunned when they saw this situation, and no one understood 

what happened! 

“Master, help, help…” 

“Ah…” 

“I’m burned to death…” 

Those fire men who ran out screamed desperately, and some fell to the 

ground and struggled in pain! 

This time, the Second Elder and Hu Yixiao were all shocked, because they had 

already heard that these were their disciples! 

“Hurry up and save people…” 

Hu Yixiao waved his hand! 



Immediately afterwards, many people stepped forward and extinguished the 

flames on those people! 

Although the flames were extinguished, these people had already been burnt 

beyond recognition. Even if they did not die, they would probably become 

useless people. 

The second elder and Hu Yixiao looked at the ten people in front of them, 

they were all their disciples, and their lungs were about to explode. 

 


